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(ultra brief) History
• 2009  Calegari:                         has bounded commutator length𝖬𝖢𝖦(S2 − C)

asks: same for                        ?𝖬𝖢𝖦(ℝ2 − C)

• 2016  Bavard:  no,                          acts on hyperbolic graph... 𝖬𝖢𝖦(ℝ2 − C)

• Since then:   Many attempts to answer  
• Which MCG’s act on hyperbolic spaces?
• Which admit unbounded length functions?

...can build nontrivial quasi-morphism



Unifying question

Which MCG’s have some intrinsic, nontrivial geometry? 



Unifying question

Theorem [M— Rafi]:  an answer to this question

Challenges:

Which MCG’s have some intrinsic, nontrivial geometry? 



Classification of surfaces



Classification of surfaces



Intrinsic geometry: boundedness



Intrinsic geometry: boundedness

Def:   G is  coarsely bounded if every continuous length function on G is bounded 
(equivalently, every continuous action on a metric space has bounded orbits)



Intrinsic geometry: boundedness

Def:   G is  coarsely bounded if every continuous length function on G is bounded 
(equivalently, every continuous action on a metric space has bounded orbits)

Theorem:   If    is self-similar, or telescoping, then  is coarsely boundedΣ 𝖬𝖢𝖦(Σ)

Theorem:   For surfaces with tame end space this is an iff



Proof sketch:                         is coarsely bounded𝖬𝖢𝖦(S2 − C)



Intrinsic geometry: non-boundedness

Def:   A subsurface   is displaceable if    S ⊂ Σ f(S) ∩ S = ∅ for some  f

If    has a non-displaceable finite-type subsurface, then 
 is not coarsely bounded

Σ
𝖬𝖢𝖦(Σ)

Theorem:



Geometric group theory works for locally compact, compactly generated groups

Rosendal showed this can be extended to topological groups that are
locally coarsely bounded and generated by a coarsely bounded set

Intrinsic geometry: general framework 

(the word metric for such a generating set gives a well-defined coarse geometric structure)



C.B. neighborhood of identity 



C.B. neighborhood of identity 



C.B. neighborhood of identity 



C.B. generating set



Two things that prevent C.B. generation

1. Infinite rank



Two things that prevent C.B. generation

2.  Limit type behavior 



Classification theorem



Key tool: complexity of an end



Complexity: examples and properties




